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What does HIME stand for? 

 

 

 

Higher Institute of Management and Entrepreneurship, known under the acronym of HIME, 
HIME Education for medias and the company name of Sup de Management, is a Business 
School with an added value of diversity in many aspects: training method, programs, students and 
lecturers, environment, curriculum’s shape. 

While choosing “Scientia Potesta Est” as a slogan, HIME subscribed to an idea that knowledge brings 
power, and considers this power as a necessary mean to elude hindrances laid by ignorance and 
apathy. 

The HIME Master Program, more than a part of the HIME curriculum, is therefore one of the 
main paths built to spread that mutual knowledge in a singular way. The core of this program to 
reach the HIME’s vision is then, gathering people from different backgrounds that share (or 
almost) the same ideal. 
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Why has the HIME Master Program been 
established?  

 

HIME defined as original mission to “settle an educational system that provides young people 
with more faith in their potential, giving them necessary tools for a better self-realization, and the 
contribution to a brighter common future”. Through this mission, the school looks forward to 
building an integrated society with integral human beings, skillful youth and determined leaders 
for change.  

Aligned to this mission, the HIME Master Program has been established for 3 main reasons:  

 Access to a high quality of learning  

The context analysis has shown that the youth is unstoppably looking for schools with higher 

academic standards, in order to insure their position on a competitive business market. Finding 

this is not stress-free in our environment, so continuing abroad seems to be the common 

solution. HIME is therefore committed to respond to this general need by bringing higher 

qualified study programs down in Cameroon, and make them accessible to young graduates, 

professionals, adults of diverse backgrounds and enable them to succeed in their careers and 

communities. 

 A trail for Excellence 
Above all learning standards and academic success promotion, HIME sets a “Culture of 

Excellence” in every single dimension of a student’s life. This is where the leadership pattern 

finds its enlightenment. A HIME student is not a passive receiver. He/she should be hungry for 

success and well done things. He /she should take a step forward and make things happen; look 

harder, strengthen his/her skills and innovate. He/she must have merit as a core and keep 

looking for it. 

 Personal and social accomplishment  
The individual welfare depends mostly on its social environment. In the same time, the 

environment is mostly made with the output of individuals melt together. Believing that 

everything is possible, HIME takes a student as a whole human being immersed in a society, and 

consider him as a significant part without which the society would be incomplete. Therefore, an 

individual searching for a personal accomplishment should start considering common welfare 

one a key of single personal accomplishments, and therefore, behave as to succeed in both. 

 The HIME Master Program is then made to help young professionals succeed reach their goals, 
and as they are working for personal sake, contribute to their communities’ rises and change.  
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Who is it dedicated to? 

 

As it is stated above, and more in the student handbook, HIME has the culture of diversity as 
one of core patterns. HIME Master Program, as all other HIME programs, is dedicated to all 
individuals, regardless to their origin, background, that academically, respond to the eligibility 
criteria.  

HIME Prospective students for Master program  are 

scholars or professionals from different backgrounds, needing to specialize in one of our 
management fields. The main academic requirement is the bachelor degree, and the will to join 
the program from beginning to the end, use its outcomes for a rewarding purpose. 

This is why the admission process requires an interview, in order to learn of the candidate’s real 
motivations and plans to make the training useful at the end. This also helps to position the 
candidate on the training for efficient results.  

HIME Future post graduates  would therefore be those who accept the bet 

on Success and Excellence, no matter what it takes, as far as they have elders to mentor them. 
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Who makes the HIME Master Program effective? 
  

 Founders 

Because they have been trained in Africa and abroad, because they have operated in Africa, 
Europe and America, because they all come from different backgrounds, and have got enhanced 
by different institutions, HIME founders have earned a knowledge that symbolizes the diversity 
in real.  

While taking a decision to create a this program that they believe could change young African 
mindset, they engage to invest themselves as individuals, and incorporate best African business 
practitioners for the better outcome that the continent can expect. 

Continuing their journey around the world, they aim to set partnerships with institutions that 
understand well the HIME’s vision, and engage themselves to follow. 

 Partners 

HIME current partners are these 5 American universities that bet on that vision: 

Louisiana State University 

Northwestern State University 

Southern University at Shreveport 

Centenary College of Louisiana 

Bossier Parish Community College 

While signing the partnership convention, they believe in our capacity to “make it happen”, agree 
with our vision and principles. Above all, they believe in Africa and its capacities to rise by its 
own. That is why they are engaged to support that rise by investing in new minds. 

 Managing and Faculty team 

It is the group of people from different areas, diverse background, and that finally found a 
common interest on the HIME’s vision and mission. They are all committed to give a quality of 
training that HIME promise to his students, working hard and sharing day to day challenges, to 
attend the common goal: Excellence. 

As well as founders, the Managing and Faculty team is made of people that have operated in 
various environments, living in Africa or abroad. 

 

 

https://www.lsu.edu/
https://www.nsu.edu/
https://www.susla.edu/
https://www.ccl.edu/
https://www.bpcc.edu/
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How is it made effective? The HIME Method at 
glance 

 

 

The HIME method is focused on facilitation, mentorship and practice.  

Facilitation is made by lecturers or practitioners during seminars, explaining a specific lecture 
with real cases and well known examples from their career experience or the environment 
familiar to students. 

Mentorship is a facility given to students to be well followed according to their position or their 
professional goal. A mentor is a person that masters the student’s aspirations and is dedicated to 
support him both academically, personally and professionally, in order to make sure that there is 
cohesion between those 3 aspects that will make a balanced human being. 

Practice consists of making students familiar to real professional cases as they attend their Master 
program. Practice contributes in more than fifty percent to the whole training program, and 
constitutes the main part of the curriculum (at least 6 months for non-professional graduates).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


